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The philosophica founaton on wt: : \\\~ ~° ~
the New Age e

is
s being buil t

COSMIC AWARENESS is the Force that expressed ltscif throurih Jesus of Nazareth . the Buddha . Krishna, Mohammed, Edgar Cayce and
other great avatars who served as 'Channels ' for the "heavenly Father ' and who speaks again today as the world begins to enter the New Age
of spiritual cnusciousness and awareness. Since 19G3 Cosmic Awareness has been communicating through carefully-trained channels. The infor-
mation contained herein was received from deep , super.eonscious trance levels and 'interpreted ' by an entity affiliated with C .A .C . This
information fs for those who desire to help in bnngmg in the New Age . Throughout the thousands of "headings' given through these channels ,
Cosmic Awareness tells us not to believe anythin t but to question, explore, doubt, and discover for yourself, through your own channel,
what is the truth . Cosmic Awareness will only indicate and suggest . Neither C .A .C ., the Aquarian Church of Universal Service 'or the Interpreter ,
Paul Shockley is responsible for anything Cosmic Awareness may state in any of these readings, nor dues C . A .c' . or Paul Shockley necessaril y
believe or agree with the statements of Cosmic Awareness . Paul interprets the iinergies as he sees them in trance levels and is not personall y
responsible for what is said .Members of C .A .C . are invited to send in questions at general interest to ask Awareness for possible publication .

PRq:JECT INVISIBILITY
EINSTEIN ' S UNIFIED FIELD THEOR Y

PROOVED AND USED BY THE MILITAR Y

.e, ;. r . - -- - Paul Shockle y
r.

--

	

Trance--Interprete r

 U.S .S . Eldridge  on September 12 . 1943. (National Archives) .

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this was based on Einstein's Unified Field Force Theory . '[his Awareness indicates tha t
this as an experiment during the early forties in relation to ,

	

possibility of using invisibility as a weapon . Thi s
Awareness indicates that the difficulties involved weresuch that is did not become feasible during World War Two ,
but the experiment as indicated in this book as being that which in fact did occur .

This Awareness indicates that the problems involved with this Included that which entities in the experimen t
referred to as `being frozen ' or caught in the other dimension . This Awareness indicates that it became necessary for
the Navy to send in others to fetch those who had not conie out into the the physical world :after they were suppose d
to have rematerializcd . This Awareness indicates that this freezing process was such that entities did not return o n
cue and remained invisible, iiii this reep ired that (Abets enter into that dimension and lay their hands on that t:nt-
ity to assist in revitalizing or thawug . out tine entity so that the entity could then move back into physical manifest-
ation. 'Phis Awareness indicates, that this caused a los:iot many crew members of this ship, that also' those wh o
served on this ship in later ;a citessuffered from many strange: and unusual experiences and in some cases from ;denta l
disorders . This Awareness indicates that much of this information has been given previously in other sources, tha t
this book, however, is that which has researched and documented much of the material which elsewhere was scatter -
ed. This Awareness indicates that essentially the information is correct and does relate to further experiments b y
the Navy and other intelligence sources which have developed present weapons, present UFO ships, and spinoff s

QUES'T'ION :

There is a book out now called, The Philadelphia lixperirrrt nt : Project Invisibility, by William Moore and Charles Berlitz . It concern s

the USS Eldridge, a destroyer escort in October, 1943, berthed at the Philadelphia. Navy Yard . Suddenly the ship vanishes into a

green fog, only the outline of the vessel remains faintly visible in the water . Within seconds, the USS Eldridge appears in Norfolk ,

Virginia, and then reappears in Philadelphia . The book goes into areas which could partially explain phenomena such as I ;EOs'?sn d

the r Be:rinuda'"I' riant;le . Did the navy, by chance or design, discover how to render matter invisible, and has it ever since endeavore d

to keep this natter secret? Would Awareness please explain the phenomenon described in this boot : called the Philadelphia I:xperin:ent ?

PLEASE NOTE : for better understundincr and readability, Cosmic Awareness suggests these readings be read aloud,



from this type of experi .m .r ;. .itio!n . This Awareness indicates that officially the l,\,

	

' hair curtail . :{ la ., ilh . w,l etil rt
ents along this line but that there are, in tact, studies which have continued in regards to the phenomena and thl•: ' .
Unified Field Force Theory .

MAGNETISM---TIDE SECRET OF INVISIBILIT Y

QUESTION :
(Relates to Bermuda Triangle mystery )

In this book it said the experiment had been accomplished by using Naval type magnetic generators, known as dega.ussers, which wer e

pulsed at resonant frequencies as to to create a tremendous magnetic field on and around a docked vessel, and this created the-haz y

green light and would make the crew disappear . Is there in the experiments that Sam Millar is doing in magnetics ; . a possibility that hi s

device could get into this area of invisibility ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates not at : the levels where the entity is presently working, that if the entity did move int o
much higher levels of activity, this could have some effect . This Awareness indicates that this also relates to th e
Bermuda Triangle phenomena :--drat this reference to a . huge magnetic force under sea in that area which is occ-
asionally activated by certain forces and energies . This Awareness indicates that this information not to be given a t

this time as your readership is not fully ready for further intense material .

EINSTEINI'S UNIFIED FORCE THEOR Y

WAS COMPLETE D

QUESTION :

Another question in relation to this book : According to the scientists today, they all claim that Dr . Einstein ' s Unified Field Theory

was never completed, yet according to this book, the Unified Field Theory was, in fact, completed during 1925 through 3927, bu y

Dr . Einstein withdrew it because he was allegedly horrified by the possible uses it might be put to by mankind not yet ready for tit _

Would Awareness comment on this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This as in the affirmative .

QUESTION :

Are any of the governments of the world currently working in this field for military reasons ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This as in the United States, Russia, Germany, Britain, and to a more limited degree, Australia and Israel . This
Awareness indicates that also japan appears to be involved in certain experiments which can be closely associated

with this, but appears not to be military at this time .

THE FRONTIERS OF ANTI-MATTE R

WILL EVENTUALLY I3E EXPLORE D

QUESTION :

	

( More on the Parallel Universe )

Would it be a good thing for entities , if this should be developed and not used militarily, but just simply at times go into this magnetic .

field and into the Fourth Dimension and back ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this as a frontier which inevitably must be explored . This Awareness indicates a n

analogy : that there was a time wherein entities believed the earth to be flat :, then the entities became :ware that the

earth was indeed round or global . This Awareness indicates that similarly, entities believe that things are in a thir d

dimensional nature and accept themselves as third dimensional beings . This Awareness indicates however, that there.

is a parallel dimension which penetrates arid includes the third dimension but goes beyond that . This Awareness i.nd ..

icates this as related unto moving from third dimension into fourth dimension, or, in another sense, through th e

passageway between the physical world and the nonphysical or spiritual world .
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This Awareness indicates this as a path taken by the Els, or Elder race, from one million years previously . Thi s
Awareness indicates this as a movement out of time and space, perpendicular to time and space---that the movement
goes beyond the physical gravitational field and into the nonphysical levels . This Awareness indicates parts of th e
atoms appear to be solid, but between these solid particles there are invisible shells . This Awareness wishes entice
to consider what would occur if your consciousness, instead of seeing the visible parts of the atom, were turned int o
the invisible shells or the invisible spaces between the solid parts . This Awareness indicates this invisible part between
the solid part is that which is antimatter . This Awareness indicates that as entities would move into the antimatte r
world, there are also degrees of density of antimatter, even as there are degrees of density of matter, and therefor e
there is a parallel universe which exists between and behind the material manifestations---this in a magnetic or elc c
trontagnetic field . This Awareness indicates that as entities move into this parallel universe, they lose touch wit h
the physical universe and appear to have disappeared or moved into the so-called `beyond'--the life beyond this lift .

This Awareness indicates that there arc entities who arc advanced scientifically far enough to be able to us e
certain technologies or certain mental technologies whereby they can move back and forth between dimension s
with considerable case, in a relative sense . This Awareness indicates that this may be likened unto the images showr ,
on the Star Trek stories wherein entities materialize or dematerialize under certain magnetic pulsations . This Aware -
n._ess'dicttcs that likewise,_thc_teleporting of entities from place to place can and shall, in a short time, be somethin :
which is accomplished publicly.Awareness indicates this is done presently but of lv out of the light of publi c

This Awareness indicates that there have been for millions of years entities capable of moving in and out of th e
physical dimension, that much of this information has been given , in relation to the readings on Hades and Celestoa ,
the three realms . This Awareness indicates that these realms can be termed as dimension or realms, that essentiall y
the word `realm' may be more beneficial in regard to this discussion as entities tend to associate dimensions wi h
the time-space continuum . Please see page 11 for newspaper am-1r,

'Philadelphia Experiment : Project Invisibility'

	

which appeared in 1943 concerning tf: e
By William Moore and Charles Berlitz,

	

'invisible' crewmen of the t1SS Eldridge
Grosser & Dunlap Publishers, N .Y .

RAISING THE KUNDALIN I
(Cosmic Awareness Development Classes are One Way )

This Awareness has given certain Development Plans for this purpose . This Awareness indicates that these Develop-
ment Plans as being such that it requires trained ministers to give these plans or classes to those initiates who wish t o
involve themselves in this action . This Awareness indicates that the problem being that the Aquarian Church, whic h
has been designated to release these plans to entities, has been financially unable to hire or to provide the necessar y
funds for its ministers to travel to various places t :o give the classes elsewhere, and therefore the only classes it ha s
been able to give have been in the area of Portland, Oregon . This Awareness indicates that It is hoping that as it s
finances improve that it will be able to set up Development Classes in various areas, allow ministers to give thes e
classes and to train other ministers in those areas to continue giving the classes to still others, This Awareness ind-
icates that the ministers giving these classes do also need special training, that there are twelve classes two week s
apart for the Basic Development Plan ; there are twelve more classes two weeks apart for the Advanced Plans : tha t
when these have been completed, this Awareness will consider giving the Master Classes which also will be place d
at two week intervals . *

Ns_

	

'rill's Note : Please don ' t write CAC about Development Classes at this time . On a recent questionaire sent to the membership, a question on this war :
included . If you expressed an interest in having these classes in your area, you will be contacted by the Aquarian Church whenever they get this projec t
together and can financially afford to send ministers to your area to conduct them .(At this time CAC is not responsible for this project) .

QUESTION :

We have two related questions: the first from T .P . of Surrey, R .C . Canada . "Awareness has mentione d

several times how important it is to awaken the chakras to cause the flow of the kundalini, but Awarenes s

never gives us a clear-cut suggestion how, this is done . Also, the, hooks I have read on Yoga would indicate

that there is no spiritual growth without the flow of the kundalini . In the Yoga teachings, the guru make s

the claim that he awakens the kundalini, yet Awareness has not said anything about this . Who does th e

awakening with the CAC members? Does Awareness do it at certain stages, or is it still necessary to hav e

agutu? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :
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00 C .A .C . MEMBERS HAVE MORE SEXUAL ENERGY ?
QUESTION :

A related question by M .P . of New York . "C.A.C, members seem. to have more sex energy than most people . Is this true? If so, please

comment on whether the Yogis arc correct in that sex energy is like a powerhouse and we can ann should channel it to open chakr a

centers? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the more an entity is open in the sense of the mind being capable of expanding ,
considering the mind or consciousness being receptive, the more sexual energies are present . This Awareness ind-
icat:es .esscntially this as the .energies of the aura, the vitality of the entity .

This Awareness indicates that basically an entity whose consciousness is open, looking attentive and in awe o f
life and moments of life, that awesome attentiveness is that which opens the pituitary chakra to absorb cosmi c
influences or rays which increases the aura and the vitality of the entity . This Awareness indicates that wherein a n
entity's mind is closed, ideas are made up and are not changeable, and wherein an entity's beliefs are such tha t
nothing new can be given, the entity is not searching or questing or open to learning ; anything further but assume s
to know---that entity is o)-ierating from a closed pituitary and the pineal is projecting energy out, while very littl e
is coining in, the greater energy coming in comes through the gonads rather than from the pituitary, and this gonada l
energy relates basically- to materialism and material gratification . This Awareness indicates that with the entity whose
consciousness is open and alert and receptive, the entity has both the advantage of the gonad energy and the pituit-
ary energy receiving both spiritual and material influences and energies to build a stronger aura---this does have it s
reflection on the sex life of the entities, or that which may be termed the vitality or sexual vitality . This Awarenes s
indicates that essentially the sexual vitality and the vital energy of an entity, the life force, are basically similar i f
not exactly the same ; that it is a matter of whether it is channelled for sexual purposes or whether this vitality i s
channelled toward other activities .

ANOTHER WAY THE ALIEN FORCE DOES MISCHIE F

(Opening Message, C,A .C . General Reading, fan . 5, 1980 )

This Awareness wishes to call attention to one of the many ways whereby the Alien Force can use tLtat which i s
spoken as truth to do its mischief . This Awareness indicates that this being by taking that truth, putting a new twis t
on the truth, then sending it on to others, whereby those who see this recognize this as being familiar, soundin g
much like that which they have heard before and have accepted as truth, but whereby this new truth ,has bee n
altered slightly and can easily be accepted even with the slight alterations .

'Phis Awareness indicates that the Alien Force in using this technique has managed to alter the great truths spoke n
by the great avatars and teachers from the many religions, as these teachers and their messages have been passed o n
with slight twists of the tongue wherein the truth has been turned slightly to the advantage of those who repeat o r
paraphrase or reiterate the message of the teacher . This Awareness indicates that these repetitions, being slightl y
twisted or perverted or changed, often appear innocent enough, often appear acceptable and, in many cases, are i n
fact clarifying and are essential to greater understanding of the message . This Awareness indicates however, wherei n
these twists and turns are improper, wherein these twists and turns are designed to set one against another, wherei n
these twists and turns are designed to use the message for the advantage of a particular person or group over another ,
this becomes part of the mischief of the Alien Force .

This Awareness cautions entities to be watchful of such messages, to determine whether the truths have been d :rr-
orte.d or are clear in their essential meanings. This Awareness indicates that as entities pass on statements fro m
others or as entities recognize truths and express these truths, this Awareness asks that you use caution not to put.

a curve on the truth, not to twist the truth, but to present this as clearly and as cautiously and as honestly as i s
possible in your presentation .

Page 4.



BETWEEN LIFETIMES, HOW DOES ON E
PLAN AND CHOOSE THE NEX T
LIFE EXPERIENCE ?

QUESTION :

Awareness has indicated that between lifetimes, and hefore a n

entity reincarnates into any given plane, that the entity has a choic e

of choosing his parents to be, the country of birth etc ., and by carefu l

astrological selection obtain a zodiac sign and moment of birth that wil l

place him in a position to obtain the. life expression needed for his overall soul

	

e(s4

growth . My question is, since I assume that many entities upon passing over d o

not have the intelligence, awareness or knowledge of these things, the complicate d

astrological information etc . to be able to program their future lifetimes for the bes t

advantage, then there must be outside help and guidance somehow . Would Awareness please explain mor e

fully how this is accomplished on that inner plane ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this as accomplished basically through that which might b e
referred to as the Lords of Karma or the Laws of the Universe, or Laws of Cause an d
Effect . This Awareness indic:ttes that this also is more easily understood in terms of physic s
wherein entities may recognize the Laws of Attraction or Repulsion, whereby an entity's vibratory makeup drat' . s

it magnetically o certain factors which will be condusive to its needs or its attractiveness . This Awareness indicate s

that this vibratory makeup, the electromagnetic fields, drawing certain forces or certain energies and lead .to a kin d

of balancing action . This Awareness indicates this may be referred to as karmic or cause and effect, that the selretio

of parents is nor an action oil conscious will so much as an action of physics wherein the electromagnetic. : spettru m

or the psychomagnetic fields of the entity will call forth for a certain type of energy to reconcile or balance tha t

which is present, and this need or vacuum brings the entity in contact with its particular time of birth, its particular

place of birth and its particular parents through which it is drawn .

This Awareness indicates that these factors do not always completely balance the entit) 's needs, but generally ar e
the most appropriate avenue for the strongest needs within the entity, that the lifetime experiences which follo w

attend

	

the lesser needs, refining these even ;further . This Awareness indic .ites that when a lifetime of experience

does not completely balance the entity's needs, then the entity returns again for further bal .ulcing---that this is re p

eated,again and again and is termed `reincarnation' in various lifetimes---that in each lifetime, certain needs may b e
balanced, that the experiences also offer, opportunities wherein the entity may create new needs by actions whic h

throw the entity out of balance with its environment or the Universal Laws ; these new needs then may create new
types of expressions or avenues through which the entity must move in order to regain the balance lost . This Aware-
ness indicates that there are some who refer to entities from the: other side who assist you in finding your proper
place of birth, the proper parents, the proper timing for that birth . This Awareness indicates this also may be con-
sidered accurate in a sense wherein these forces deal with the conscious attempts and efforts from that other dimen-
ion to bring entities into the proper alignment for their next life .

This Awareness indicates that this as an action of further assisting or refining the natural flow of energies . Thi s
Awareness indicates however, that this purpose is not a necessity, but as .a service which some from the other dimen-
ion offer to those vi ,ho wish to cut through time and enter prematurely on the next best time zone, rather than per-
haps waiting for several thousand years for the exact appropriate time according to their needs . This Awareness ind-

icates that in other cases, the entities working from the other dimension to assist entities in finding their birth tim e

may delay a particular birth wherein they can see an advantage in going against the natural law and consciously man-
ipulating these forces to il different time zone . This Awareness indicates that this only occurs wherein the entities

are in agreement with these advisors.

THESE TECHNIpUES OFTEN USED B Y

WANDERERS AND VOYAGER S

QUESTIO N

Are these same techniques used by those entities Awareness refers to as Wandererssand Voyagers ?

COSMIC: AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that these occur mostly for such entities wherein entities voluntarily enter into th e

rages



physical plane without a karmic need to enter, wherein they volunteer themselves to enter for certain purpose s
beneficial to the planet, rather than purposes which benefit their own needs for balancing out through the planetary
experiences .

WHAT PERCENTAGE OF WANDERERS AND VOYAGER S

SUCCEED IN THEIR EARTH MISSIONS ?

(No Bad K,'rfna Created if they blow it )

QUESTION :

Could Awareness give a percentage or the odds of the typical Wanderer or Voyager who comes to the earth plane for such a missio n

and the odds that he does or does not get involved and create karma during that lifetime that puts him back on the wheel cif birth ,

death and rebirth ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that the Wanderers who volunteer to enter this plane to assist generally are not held
accountable for their mistakes unless these mistakes arc completely out of line with Universal Laws, at which tim e
they would still be held responsible mostly by their own recognition of their own error . This Awareness indicates
that generally however, wherein a Wanderer fails in a mission, this is not considered a strike or point against th e

entity, rather it just does not count in favor of the entity . This Awareness indicates that essentially these entitie s
are given their missions voluntarily, rather than as draftees by higher forces, and as such are not responsible to acc-
omplish anything on this planet ; but those: who do generally receive a proper reward for such service, which may b e
considered above and beyond the call of duty .

This Awareness indicates that the approximate percentage of those who recall their purposes and who dedicat e

their lives to those purposes in a conscious way, whether realizing they are from another dimension or not, the : ded s
ication of themselves to improve the planet---the percentage of Wanderers who, up to present time recall this in a
significant manner so as to have a strong influential effect on the planet, appears to be approximately 10% . Thi s
Awareness indicates that this varies in degree of quality, for generally speaking even the least effective Wanderer i s
still an average beneficial citizen of the planet . This Awareness indicates occasionally there will be Certain Wanderer s

who, in being caught up in negative situations, allow themselves to also become negative . This Awareness indicate s
in some cases, these entities may parilcll')ate in negative actions which conscious)

'
or unconscious))i balance ou t

karmic patterns which have existed for some lime . This Awareness indicates that this may be undeestood in the

concept of certain warriors or agents who, become involved in life and death struggles with others )for what the y

consider to be the cause of good . This Awa .renesss indicates that these being the extreme end of the activities o f

Wanderers . This Awareness indicates that generally speaking however, Wanderers avoid violence and participate

mostly in constructive action to bring :about greater harmony upon the planet and in the relationship between

entities .

	

*** :r******* :* *

*For more information on Wanderers and \% oyagnrs, please refer to 'Revelations of Awareness ' No's it'.-It) (The, nestles),
T-19 (The Immortal Realm of (lades), 75 . 47 (All about dying), 79-5 (The Rolling Stones) .

FROM BEYOND'TIIE GRAVE	

R Mes:mge from Farrar President . Jimmy Carte r

(From a C .A .-C . Gen . Reading, Oct . 6, 1979 )

"In my dying grief, I never could have imagined those things that could have turned out this way . I1opeless--they were more than

hopeless, they were keyed to world disaster---with the arms race always in the forefront of events . Now things are not totally lost . « e

have gained far more than we have lost in this exchange . The picture is far from complete on what is going to happen, but Rosalyn an d

I are optimistic for the first time about world events and the outcome of the Carter administration which, curiously . only emerges fro m

its juntulc with the real Carterbehind the scenes . There could have been no other way . I was hopelessly outnumbered, pressured an d

helealuered . The problems were too great for any one man to handle . World peace, the dominant theme of my adntinisrra,ion, becam e

World War any way you looked at it . Now, for the first time, the world plan is beginning to make sortie sense ." it 'was signed, 'the

real Jimmy Carter . ' And she adds a footnote : `Early in May (1979) on the inner planes, President Carter could be Seen its a conclave o f

all past Pi. :sidenis of the United States . eagerly conferr ing with Teddy Roosevelt and the Kennedy brothers about tyorld events an d

what could be done from the ' other side' in the interest of world peace .
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QUESTION :

one of the C.A .C. members in Ojai, California, tunes in and occasionally receive s

messages and sends them to us . I'd like to read a message she sent regarding Presiden t

Carter and ask Awareness to comment :



COSMIC AWARENESS

This Awareness indicates this as having been an accurate channelling . This Awareness indicates that also there ar e
others who have been removed front this plane who are presently working from the other side to assist the Ligh t
Forces---many of these having been involved with the Darn : Forces . This Awareness indicates this also including the
Rockefeller brothers, who are now working from the other side io assist the Light Forces . This Awareness indicate s
these entities having recognized the need for a new world, based not on hierarchy power as they had earlier intended .
but rather based on love for all humanity . This Awareness indicates for one thing, many of these entities recogniz e
that they will reincarnate into whatever world is here. This Awareness indicates for another thing, many of thes e
entities were simply caught in the machinery of the corporate mind, the corporate state. the corporate civilization
which grew out of ancient occult concepts of power and conquest, and these entities having been caught in thes e
machineries-the political and economic and social machines--while in the physical body, were imprisoned by th e
roles which they played--these entities, now being removed from these roles, ; :re capable of acting 4 free souls wit h
greater wisdom and understanding for all other souls .

(Closing Message)

	

L I N K I N G U P THE LIGHT S

This 'Awareness indicates that wherein many of the other Light groups begin to experience the linking of th e
lights, this will gradually create a greater network based on attitudes of mutual respect, mutual recognition, wherLl y
each other, each group is recognized, acknowledged much like personalities in a social group recognize each other-- -
these groups gradually relating to one another are having a kind of alchemical social effect on the differences betted
each other, on the concepts of humanity, and these communications and recognitions of these various groups play-
ing out various concepts, various ideas, making themselves into symbolic statements representing certain statement s
about life---these groups shall, through their reflection on each other, act out the concepts, show the differences, an d
in this manner of demonstration shall through these types of dialogue bring about a new understanding whereb y
religions of the old ways Iay down their armaments and move forward to embrace the people who have been hidde n
behind the shields, wails, structures, armor of those religions . This Awareness indicates that all people when thei r
structures are removed . when their coverings are taken from them, when their shields and shells and armor is peele d
off, all entities are simply vulnerable human beings who want to he allowed to he.

GETTING THE BiBLF STRAIGHT	

 

(Jehovah's UFOs made examples of those who would challenge authority )

QUESTION :

According to the Old Testament, the cities of Sodom and ( .Gmorrah were destroyed under a rain of fire and brimstone . In light o f

what Awareness has previously indicated about the Jehovah and the powers of their space craft parting the Red Sea etc ., this story .

could be true and the havoc on these cities were caused by these space crafts . Would Awareness please elucidate on the story of Soda '

and Gomorrah ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness Indicates that this as correct, that the area as that which was destroyed by rays and by use o f
certain nuclear energies . This Awareness indicates that much of the remains of this devastation, if stne'igd  

will still yield up information regarding the types of destruction which occurred . This Awareness indicates that th e

civilization was such that it had deteriorated in many ways and was unpleasing to certain forces, but there was mor e

involved in this than simply the concern over the sinful ways of these entities . This Awareness indicated that thi s
presented a direct challenge to the authority of certain forces who were attempting to make an example of thi s
civilization so that others would he more wary of challenging the authority .
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Please refer t o

C .A .C . Rook t; :ttaiog

Ge,tto o.

	

the 13iole	

THE REAL STORY OF LOT'S WIF E

QUESTION :

	

(Morton's Ciali Looses Again ;

Daring this time when Sodom anti Gomorrah were !icing desiros c e', the wife of 1,oi took a loo k

and was instantly made into a pillar of salt (so the story goes) . Was this literal, and if so, ho w

was this feat accomplished ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates this as having been symbolic more than actual . This Awar e
ncss indicates that symbolically this message is related to a hidden esoteric meanin g
whereby this story, being translated, carried certain esoteric meanings to those wh o
were of certain secret schools . This Awareness indicates essentially the esoteric meanin g
of this stow is that: wherein an entity looks back toward the past, toward that which i s
one's past roots and being, looking back with longing --that entity tends to crystalliz e
and age more quickly than those who move from past experiences on into the presen t
experiences, looking forward and being capable of moving on into the future .

This Awareness indicates that these are other elaborations on this concept of lookin g
back and looking forward : that essentially this is a kind of esoteric addition to th e
experience which occurred . This Awareness indicates this also relates to a certain Taro t
card wherein the entity leaves the city to go forth into the desert, the meaning bein g
one who leaves structure or the concepts of the rational mind to go forth into the voi d
or clarity or the virgin pure consciousness . This Awareness indicates that much of th e
Bible is based . on historical information, yet much is also added as embellishment t o
carry certain literary, poetic, moral and esoteric information, particularly esoteric infor-
mation which conveys hidden messages for the Initiates of the various schools, fo r
which these Biblical stories were written .

This Awareness indicates that you must remember that these books selected and pu t
into your present day Bible were selected out of many, many various writings from
various priests and teachers of different schools and different areas, that many of thes e
had been translated and passed around for hundreds of years before being compile d
into the present Bible . This Awareness indicates that many of the books written by
these various priests were never included in your present Bible and have been place d
into other works, other Biblical books such as the. Lost Books of Eden, the Apocrypha ,

the Dead Sea Scrolls and many books which have never been published and other s
which have been totally lost .* This Awareness indicates also that you must likewise
remember that man} of the stories written in the I=lebrcW Bible or the Old Testamen t
were also derived from earlier versions which appeared in Hindu works, in Tibeta n
works or circulated'in the Middle East and those areas of India and Southeastern Asia .
This Awareness indicates that some of these also came from earlier Egyptian writings ,
being modified, changed, embellished or having different characters assigned and als o
having different morals attached to their story .

This Awareness indicates that it is more comfortable for entities to think that on e
entity came down from heaven and sat down and wrote every book in the Bible withou t
error, without : embellishment—that every word can be taken totally as absolute or wha t
may be termed `Gospel Truth ' , and that: there is no possibility of doubting each phrase ,
each word printed therein ; it is more comfortable for entities to think that everythin g
written was written literally as history, as absolute law, from a divine source that i s
totally unquestionable . This Awareness indicates that it is more comfortable for entitie s
to think that in all the translations from language to language, the various Bibles avail -
able, the various differences in the translations available are of such that the one which
the entity has, even though perhaps translated twenty or thirty times reiiiioved from
the original writing, just happens to be absolutely one hundred percent correct, wherea s
the original writing with a translation coming from it that is inconsistent with the orig-
inal, that the earlier version can be ignored, and the lacer version just happens by divine
force to be one hundred percent accurate in every meaning of the word.
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This Awareness indicates that this is more comfortable to many entities than to explore the earlier Biblical work s
to discover whether they are consistent with the latter interpretations, or whether the inconsistencies i :i l,e lat .*c° 1
interpretations should be understood or made proper ; it is more comfortable for entities to discard all of the earlie r
writings than to discard their present interpretation of the Bible which they have accepted as being one hundred
percent valid .

This Awareness indicates also it is more comfortable for many entities to discard all other works, than to discar d
that special phrase which they have grasped onto from their particular Bible which denies others the chance of 11a .a n '

a different interpretation and allows them to feel superior and self-righteous in their position . This Awareness indicaic-
however, that : being comfortable in your beliefs does not necessarily equate to being correct, and that even though ,gin ,
believes oneself to be right, that does not : necessarily make one right . This Awareness indicates that one can never kmA

how right one is, but one can begin to learn more about one 's origins, more about the Universe, the world, the vision :
ideas and theories of others ; one can learn more about life by looking at the beliefs of others, at the writings of othc :

and by questioning one's own beliefs with at least as much criticism, discernment : and doubt as one would qucs'io n
a.n o th er 's .

This Awareness indicates that the experience relating to, the Sodom and Gomorrah story is not too unlike what ;
might be equated to a modern novel such as Gone with the Wind, as it would be looked at by entities 2,000 years fro m
now, whereby the question might arise as to whether the characters in the story were real or were embellishments or
fiction written by the mind through the imagination of one who experienced the war or one who fictionalized the
characters several years or several decades after the Civil War had occurred . This Awareness indicates that those of o w
rime recognise that this story of Gone with the Wind was written some time after the Civil War, that the character s
were fictional, at least to a great degree. This Awareness indicates that there is a message in this. book about these
characters, a message for the readers . This Awareness indicates that this experience of these characters does not have
actual basis in reality, yet they seem real enough, and they are expressed as against a background of the Civil War, aril
there is evidence that the Civil War took place . This Awareness indicates that the entity Lot and his wife are also sore ,
what embellished, even though the incident at Sodom and Gomorrah was, in fact, a historical reality--much of Th e
story of the experiences of Lot and his wife arc embellishments of the truth, with a message for those who would tal e
these experiences so that the message could be conveyed in the writing . This Awareness indicates that this as a way of
carrying forth the historical messages of Sodom and Gomorrah as well as a moral message for future students wh o
would study this writing .

(Closing message )

This Awareness indicates that those reading these messages need not believe a single word . This Awareness does no )
ask that you believe anything It says . This Awareness ask : ; only that you look, explore, examine, question, doubt a1 ;, i

keep your minds open in order to learn and discover and to become more aware .

MORE ON THE RETURN OF AHI?IMA N
---THE. ANTICHRIST TO THIS PLAN E

(His Suicide Squads Still at Work )

QUESTION :

	

.

A question . from J .K., Royal Oak ; Michigan . "Cosmic Awareness has indicated that Ahriman has evacuated the earth in 1979 but intend s

to return and retake the earth tinder the Beast-Rothschild computer' dictatorship around 1984 . Cosmic Awareness has also indicated tha t

Jehovah is helping the Russian Christians to defeat the AntiChrist by giving them his knowledge of creating robotoids to help defea t

Ahriman synthetics in the battle for control of Washington D .C. My question relates to the relationship between the immortal Ahrima n

and the immortal Jehovah during 1950 and 1984 on the inner planes . It's obvious that Ahriman and Jehovah cannot be trusted and tha t

Ahriman cannot retake the earth in 1984 without help from the Jehovah-Zionist-Rothschild entities on Earth . Cosmic Awareness, pleas e

tell us if Ahriman will attempt to make Jehovah `an offer Jehovah cannot refuse ' during 1980 and 1984 and is my analysis correct tha t

Ahriman cannot retake the earth in 1984 without help from Jehovah and the Rothschild agency on earth? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :
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This Awareness indicates that there is much confusion in the question in regards to the general relationships . This
Aw:.treness indicates that the enrity Jehovah as that which may be referred to as a mutable god ; that is, the (li it)

having at one point been given the qualities with that of a god of vengeance, powersceking for power holding, an d
using that power in dominion over others for his own ends—this as having been changed somewhat by the actions o f
the Christ, the god of the Piscean Age, to be a different sort of deity, and Jehovah now has taken on much of th e
mercy which was exemplified by the Christ .

This Awareness indicates in terms of space terminology, the Galactic Space Comrpand ha :: put Jehovah on a kind_
, of rehabilitation prograrn, -insistirgthat the entity bring about . proper alignment for the experiment wshich he create d
w la'ch went: off cgurse . This Awareness indicates that the entity Ahriman, being associated with that known as I ...ucife r
--these also being deities or beings from the Immortal realm, having influence upon the realm of i'crrestria--wherea s
Lucifer has returned to the Source, Ahriman still remains as a force to be dealt with, and carrying on the division whic h

as created, and using Jehovah's mistake or experiments in his rebellion against the Space Confederatio n,; ;-using thi s
to his own ends, the entity Ahriman as still having slim hopes of recapturing control of this planet .

This Awareness indicates the entity Ahrima .n having departed to regroup forces, has attempted to leave a kind o f
time bomb behind which would wreak havoc upon this plane . This Awareness indicates this time bomb being tha t
which may he better explained as the near suicidal squad, the force left behind which is willing to commit suicide i n
order to create the havoc necessary to disrupt this planet so that when Ahriman wishes to return, the planet will b e
subdued enough for his easier conquest . This Awareness indicates this suicide force as working through various occul t
or secret orders on this plane, working behind the scenes in a kind of secret war, some aspects attempting to creat e
greater havoc while others are attempting to block this, to prevent such havoc and the struggle ensues between thes e
forces. This Awareness indicates that to stare that the outcome is fixed would be in error, but the outcome will b e
determined largely by the awareness of entities upon this plane, and their ability to find ways of reconciling difference s
and of finding ways to unify their energies toward constructive purposes .

This Awareness indicates if this occurs, the likelihood of Ahriman ever returning would be very slim . This Aware-
ness indicates there appears however to be continued struggle throughout the first seven years of this decade, that thi i
struggle can become extremely intense depending on the level of awareness as opposed to mere emotional reactions ;

SUICIDE SQUAD NOT SYNTHETIC S

QUESTION ;

	

(Slaying the Infidel is the Will of God )

Is this suicide squad Ahriman left behind, arc these actual entities or are they synthetics, or is it a farce that Ahriman would use throug h

entities on this plane ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates these as actual entities, but in most cases the entities themselves are not aware of thei r
own programming, that essentiaily the programming has occurred through indoctrination over long periods of time ,
through verbal, emotional, ritual, symbolic, religious and economic manipulation or conditioning—that these form s
of conditioning, along with certain more subtle energies to trigger off these certain conditions or conditioning motiv-
ations. This Awareness indicates that an example of this is possible when observing the concepts of martyr as exemp-
lified in martyrism, as examplified in certain religions, that the Moslem religion, for example, holds this in hig h
esteem . This Awareness indicates that another triggering device for conditioning use by Ahriman could be found i n
the religion which holds that slaughter gf the infidel is a blessing to God, and wherein these two concepts are brough t
into play by conflicting forces, this becomes a triggering conditioning process that can bring forth war and violence .

This Awareness indicates that as many religions promote these two concepts of martyrism and or martyrdom an d
the rightful slaying of your enemies, this makes possible for religions to war against each other and feel righteous abou t
such wars, whether they lose or Win . This Awareness indicates that the life and death struggle becomes the most imp-
ortant thing to such entities, feeling that they simply must either die a martyr or defeat the evil which they oppose .

This Awareness indicates when religions are based on such concepts, they become easy prey for manipulation by
forces such as Ahriman and those who arc left behind to trigger off the feelings, the intensities and the fanaticism o f
those belief systems .

This Awareness suggests that entities who are aware may assist in defusing these energies as much as is possible, but,,
will probably do well just to manage to stay out of the way as these energies confront each other in their fanaticism
and life and death struggle . This Awareness suggests that entities be prepared to assist wherein possible, but : be ready
to retreat and avoid involvement in such struggles if necessary .
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se veral city police officers 0'-
sporrcling to a call to aid members
of the Navy Shore Patrol ita break-
ing up a tavern brawl near the U .S .
Navy docks here last night go t
something of a surprise when the y
arrived on the scene to find the
place empty of customers . Accord-
ing to a pair of very nervou s
waitresses, the Shore Patrol had ar-
rived first and cleared the place ou t
---but not before two of the sailors
involved allegedly did a disappear-
ing act . "They just sort of vanished
into thin air . . . right there, ' re-
ported one of the frightened hos-
tesses, and I ain't been drinking
either!" At that point, according t o
her account, the Shore Patrol pro-
eeeded to hustle everybody out o f
the place irr short order .

A subsequent chat with the loca l
police precinct left no doubts as to
the fact that somc' sort of genera l
brawl had indeed occurred in the
vicinity of the dockyards at about
eleven o 'clock last night . bu t
neither canfirnaa(ion nor denial of
the stranger aspects of the stor y
could be immediately obtained .
One reported witness succinctl y
summed tip the affair by dismissin g
it as nothing more than "a lot o f
hooey from them daffy dames
down there," who, he went on t o
say, were probably just looking fo r
some free publicity .

Damage to the tavern was esti-
mated to he in the vicinity of si x
hundred dollars .

A newspaper article which appeared i n
1943 about the 'invisible' sailors of th e
USS Aldridge while on shore leave .

This Awareness indicates that these entities can discover certain satisfactory realiz-
zations, but this . Awareness is not accountable to these entities nor responsible t o
assure that all of these interpretations by these entities will be absolutely correct .
This Awareness indicates that each entity is responsible for discovering more an d

more that which is satisfactory and truthful according to its otin capabilities . This Awareness indicates that entities
will learn by listening to each other, by listening to the voice within, and by considering the messages from medium s
and interpreters or from scriptures or from other sources who claim to be expressing from this Awareness . Thi s
Awareness indicates that: not everything which entities will learn will be valid--it is for entities to discern for them-
selves what is true according to their own capabilities . This Awareness indicates that it is not absolutely necessary
for entities to fully understand everything, or to have the truth about : ev ery thing in order to survive, for the import -
ant factor in life is for entities to be in a constant state of discovering, of learning, of being aware, of receiving imp -
pulses and information---processing that information, testing that information, applying that. . information and
sharing that information .

This Awareness indicates that there are too many entities who would prefer to have this Awareness say somethin g

akin to this : "This Awareness indicates that It and It alone is the truthful voice in this Universe and those who d o
not believe this Awareness ale doomed to everlasting suffering ." This Awareness indicates It will not say this ,
even though entities would like this Awareness to settle this concern for security once and for all . This Awarenes s

indicates that It simply gives you opportunities to explore, wishes to make you aware of your own inattentiveness ,
your own unaware consciousness, so that you can become more aware of the principles of consciousness and ho w
the mind has been manipulated and hypnotized and controlled and shut off from becoming aware .

This Awareness wishes entities to recognize that It could give you the security you seek in a religion, and make
you a fanatic follower through this Interpreter or some other, but if this Awareness did so, It would be betrayin g
you and Itself, for this Awareness wishes entities to discover what is on all levels and to discover . This Awarenes s

cannot ask you to close your mind on a belief in It, shutting out all other possibilities . This Awareness indicate s
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Strange Circumstances
Surround Tavern Brawl

HOW DO WE KNOW COSMIC AWARENESS
IS 'IN FACT WHO IT CLAIMS IT IS ?

More on the interpreter of ttiase Messes )

QUESTION :

A question front S,J ., Ft . Wayne, Ind . "i agree that Jesus, Krishna, Buddha and others shared th e

same Christ Consciousness which you say is Cosmic Awareness . l tow do we hnovv that Cosmi c

Awareness is, in fact, a representative of the Universal God and the Light ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness wishes entities to Understand that the words which you read on

the paper sent out by Cosmic Awareness Communications are but interpretatihii i
by the interpreter and arc not necessarily this Awareness. This Awareness indicates

that the Interpreter is reading the energies of the Universal Principles and Laws, a s
well as he is capable of doing according to the energies available to him at the tim e
of the questioning. This Awareness indicates that it is because of this interpretatio n
that there can be error in these messages. This Awareness indicates that entities win ,
seek perfection will never find perfection through agents of the perfect, This I'swar c
ness indicates that the Universe itself is perfect unto itself, even though it may no t
be perfect according to the principles of any part of that Universe or any entity i n
that Universe--there are obviously countless numbers of entities in the Universe who

would disapprove of the Laws of God or the Laws of the Universe .

This Awareness indicates that It does not wish to attempt in any manner to seek

the approval of every part of Itself ; for this would be an impossibility and would b e
of no benefit to the other parts . This Awareness indicates that It cannot be held
responsible for the interpretations of those who serve as mediums attempting to rea' i
the Laws of the Universe or to comment on the details of the Universe . This Aware-
ness indicates that. It can only be what: it is and that entities who, listen to these
mediums or to the Interpreters or to the teachers or to the writers, or entities wh o
tune into the various works and scriptures or to their inner interpretations throug h
meditation, tune themselves into images and concepts which they attribute to thi s
Awareness .



it is for this reason that this Awareness does not ask you to belie v,c D . to believe the messages which come through
this Interpreter--it is for this reason that if entities began becoming fanatical believers in this Awareness It woul d
deliberately create causes of doubt, so that entities would question and perhaps disbelieve the messages comin g
through this Interpreter .

WHEN WILL ALCHEMY MAKE GOLD WORTHLESS ?

(Gold Price to Peak Around $2000 Per Ounce )

QUESTION :

	

(From a C .A .C . General Reading, .Iar, 4, 19x0 )

With the price of gold breaking new records almost daily, this question from i) .G ., Prince George, BC ,
may be timely : "Edgar Cayce said that gold would become Iess valuable in weight than bread and som e
are predicting that someone will, in the near future, find a way to synthesize gold, bringing the price o f
gold down to near the price of bread . I wonder if Awareness would care to comment on this ?

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates that it appears that this shall occur, but not in the immediate or near future . Thi s
Awareness indicates that the capability of turning lead into gold as known by certain alchemists of old an d
certain alchemists at present time, however, this is not that which is in practice at present time . This Aware-
ness indicates the indications are that the price of gold will continue to rise in value for some time, particularl y
in relation to the dollar value . This Awareness indicates that there is seen a peak somewhere between $150 0
per ounce and $2400 per ounce . This Awareness indicates that for rough generalities, entities may expect th e
price of gold to eventually peak out at approximately $2000 per ounce . This Awareness indicates that whe n
the time is right, the alchemical process for producing gold will be released to humanity, that all milks may
experience that which is truly the golden age—that this is not to be released so long as humanity continue s
expressing itself in ways which are less than the highest .

IMF Gold Auction
Sets Record Average
Of $712.12 an Ounce

By a WALL BTIIEtdTJOt .'ttti*.i. Staff Reporte r

WASHINGTON—The International Mone -
tary and sold 444,0+10 ounces of gold at a

record average price of 712 .12 an ounce, u p
$149.27 from the prior record of $532.85 set
at the auction Jan. 2 .

The price was 88 cents below yesterday' s
$713 settlement for gold for delivery thi s
month om the Commodity Exchange in New
York .

'The IMF said it received bids to buy 1, -
939,606 ounces of the metal and accepted
successful ones of $711 .99 to $713 .07 an
ounce.
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As predicted by Awarenes s
in 'Revelations' 79-18 an d
79-27, the beast is cashin g
in on the g old it bought
for :35 per ounce or less .

A GIFT FROM COSMIC AWARENES S

( A True Mystical Experience )

QUESTION :

J .T . of Olympia, had an experience recently and she mentioned it in it letter to us . h is
very interesting and we'd €ihe to have a comment fro g . Awareness on it . She writes :

"I'd like to share a really lovely vision I had the other morning . It was early and I wa s
just: waking up and feeling concerns of the day . I felt the concerns of the day gathering- -
car repairs, kid problems etc ., and I thought, 'Nuts, I ' m going to crawl under my lovelc ,
green ferns, my mental resting place, and sleep any thcr half hour,' when, all at once, I
became aware of a beautiful white light all around my fern bed . I saw my ferns silhouet-
ted ageinst the light which flowed like pbosphotous . I came out and investigated an d
got frightened for a moment, wondering what was holding mc up, then realized I
didn ' t need support, and the beauty and peace of the light was all through mc . As I
focused more on the light, I made fantastic discoveries : It was stuff you could handl e
and shape and trawl into yourself to heal sore places . It was alive with opal colors, an d
if you centered on a spot, shapes could form, and you could direct it . I saw an iri s
form and realized that was like the conscious stuff of life that I'm made of, too.It wa s
so completely ioyful and pure . I thought of that a lot, l'd like to return to that plac e
and soak it up and learn from it . I've visualized stuff before and played with image s
that were mine, but this was a gift given to mc . I really appreciate it . I wonder wha t
Awareness would say about that? "

COSMIC AWARENESS :

This Awareness indicates, `You're welcome' .

REVELATIONS OF AWARENESS is a cosmic newsletter published every two weeks by Cosmic Awareness Communications ,
P .O. Box 115, Olympia, Washington 98507 (A non-profit organization) . Rates and membership information is available upo n
request . For samplers of these communications, send $3 .00 for 80 page book, 'Cosmic Awareness Speaks' to above address .
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